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At the Bygone Days Fish and Chips Restaurant in Orillia, owner Tom Platt has started turning off some 

of the lights to keep his electricity bill in check. Marie Agius now closes her Whitby hair salon once a 

week. Kay Shwetz, a Mississauga senior, is falling behind on her hydro bill, and the Jackson family of 

Aurora is contemplating cancelling the family vacation this year to make up for the rising cost of 

power. 

Across the province, in municipalities where deregulation of the electrical utilities began last May, 

customers are grappling with rising electricity costs and confusing bills. 

The average open-market price of electricity per kilowatt hour has risen to 5.66 cents from 4.3 cents 

before the market opened in May. Toronto Hydro customers have been temporarily insulated, thanks to 

the decision to charge a steady 4.3 cents, but the price was to be adjusted at the end of next May to 

market average. 

Toronto Hydro has now applied to the Ontario Energy Board for permission to change to a variable 

market rate as soon as possible. 

"Homeowners are being gouged ? our disposable income is being chewed up by the energy bill," says 

Jim Jackson, a Humber College professor whose home bill has jumped 25 to 30 per cent. 

He used to write Aurora Hydro a check for $106 every two months ? now it's $130. 

Jackson has installed energy-efficient bulbs and insulated windows, and is vigilant about keeping the 

furnace tuned and unnecessary lights turned off. 

But it's not enough, and the increased hydro costs will certainly affect "the things we do with our 

disposable income, like family vacations," Jackson says. "The money has got to come from 

somewhere." 

At the Bygone Days Fish and Chips Restaurant, the electricity bill for August was $900, triple what 

owner Platt paid last year. If the government doesn't act soon, the Orillia restaurateur said, he may cut 

off his hydro and buy a generator. 

That's not an option for Shwetz, 72, who lives on a fixed income with her husband. In September she 

paid $279.61 for hydro, and she has another bill due Nov. 8 for $284.38 ? up from the $180 she used to 

pay every two months. Yesterday, she made a trip to the Enersource office on Mavis Rd. to pay what 



she could ? $100. 

"I'll pay the rest as soon as I can," she says. 

Some customers say their bills have jumped far higher than the price of power. At the LA Hair salon in 

Whitby's West Lynde Plaza, the most recent hydro bill Agius received was for $390. She says that's 

almost triple what she was paying before May, when it averaged out to about $140 for 36 days. 

To save money, Agius now does the salon's laundry at a laundromat and closes Mondays. "To pay 

employees to be here and pay the hydro when it's not that busy is not worth it," she says. 

Mirvais Wadan, who owns S&P Supermarket in the same Dundas St. strip mall, says he's behind 

$3,100 in hydro bills and has no idea how he'll catch up. "It's really high and hard for us," Wadan says. 

"I may have to close my doors." 

`We'll have to raise twice as much in donations...to serve the same population as last year.'' 

In the past, it has been mostly people scraping by on low incomes who have trouble meeting energy 

costs. What's new is how hard this is hitting businesses and the middle class. 

The non-profit agency Share the Warmth provides emergency energy assistance based on need. In the 

past, it served mostly low- or fixed-income people. This year, because of the jump in both hydro and 

natural gas prices, the agency is seeing early applications from middle-class and lower middle-class 

families. 

"We'll have to raise twice as much in donations this year to serve the same population as last year," says 

executive director Edward de Gale. "It's clearly based on the increase in the price of power. Families 

are choosing between eating and heating, and seniors are choosing between heating and medication." 

Julie Girvan, an independent consultant who specializes in the consumer energy sector, cautions there's 

more to the price increase than deregulation and the hottest Ontario summer since 1955. 

"It's clear that customers feel disillusioned and angry," says Girvan, who advises the Consumer 

Association of Canada in Ontario. "They are seeing very large increases, and that's occurring for a 

whole number of reasons, in large part because supply is very tight right now in Ontario." That's mainly 

because of ongoing doubts about the Pickering reactors, which were supposed to be back online now, 

she said. 

"This isn't what we bargained for (in deregulation) ? the expectation was that we had an adequate 

supply of power in Ontario." 

Girvan says it's important for consumers to remember that previously they weren't paying the full cost 

of power. 

"Hydro rates in the province have been frozen for something like nine years, so we haven't been paying 

the full cost of power for a number of years. Because of that, we've accumulated a large amount of 

debt" ? debt that consumers have to pay, whether on their bills or through their taxes. 

The cost of carrying that debt and providing power was previously bundled into the cost of the power 

itself, but the new bills spell out exactly how much you're paying for the electricity, for distribution, for 

"debt retirement" and the GST. 

Still, not everyone is fuming. Richmond Hill real estate agent Heidi Kreiner-Ley supports deregulation, 

despite a home rate that has gone from $198 for July-September, 2000, to $421 this year. She hopes 

costs will drop as they did with phone rates. "I am in favour of competition ? I think it's healthy," she 

says. "But it's still premature to say whether hydro deregulation is a success or not." 

And as tempting as it would be to freeze rates, de Gale is one of many who caution against reaching for 



a quick fix. 

"We really need government and business to get creative and to look at a co-ordinated approach to 

addressing things, not just this year but going forward," says de Gale. 

"With a climate like Canada's, some would argue that energy is as critical a sector as health care. 

Energy is the power to do." 

 


